Centre for Social Protection
Social Protection for Social Justice Conference 2011
Conference Ideas Bank: Deposits and Withdrawals
A round-up of the social protection resources currently available and those that are needed. If
you are interested in any of the resources offered or can provide the knowledge to fill in the
gaps, please contact the email addresses provided.
Deposits – resources on offer
Online resources on social protection from a range of sources around the globe. See
www.eldis.org/go/topics/resources-guides/poverty/social-protection and www.gsdrc.org
Contact: socialprotection@ids.ac.uk

I am setting up a Public Works Research Project website, hosted at University of Cape Town –
space for those interested in sharing info on PWP and SP
Contact: a.mccord@odi.org.uk

Work of a social conception of human wellbeing and its relevance for social protection
Contact: j.a.mcgregor@ids.ac.uk

The UN Independent Expert on the question of human rights and extreme poverty has written a
number of reports on the human rights approach to social protection, including specific reports
on cash transfer programs, non-contributory pensions and SP and the MDGs. Her upcoming
report (June) will concern SP and austerity measures.
Contact: nyst@ichrp.org

Manual on drafting rights to food legislations
Contact: Iamsajjadhassan@gmail.com

Coming soon is the report of the recent international workshop: Making social protection work
for pro-poor disaster risk reductions and climate change adaptation.
Contact: c.bene@ids.ac.uk

Information on disability and thoughts and discussion on how to include mainstreaming
disability in SP as one of many diverse groups requiring attention.
Contact: margieschneider@sun.ac.za or margie_who@mweb.co.za

Analytical capacities for analysing SP policy formulation and implementation processes
Contact: d.telintelo@ids.ac.uk

Experience of Arab countries and Arabic resources
Contact: hanias@aucegypt.edu

Lots of data relevant to social protection, much of it archived publically.
Contact: www.younglives.org.uk

Withdrawals– resources needed

High quality evidence of how participants experience programmes – in status, relationship to
the state etc
Contact: p-wafer@dfid.gov.uk
Linking up to people and networks in the North and South, working on right to food.
Contact: Iamsajjadhassan@gmail.com

We would welcome any input from the social protection community about where they require
the support of the human rights approach or would welcome the work of the UN special
procedures to support advocacy activities.
Contact: nyst@ichrp.org
More discussion on managing diversity:
•

Women

•

Disabled people

•

Other minorities

•

Social and geographical climate change

Mainstreaming and sensitisation of diversity rather than management of individual marginalised
groups. (‘Diversity management’ is a more positive term than ‘managing marginalised
minorities/groups’.)
Contact: margieschneider@sun.ac.za or margie_who@mweb.co.za

Access to capacity building and support to sustain research and advocacy efforts in new areas
like CCTs. Adaptive social protection done in partnership with academe, CSOs etc
Contact: indayofreneo@gmail.com

Connect with people working on delivery of SP in urban area:
•

Making implementation happen

•

Role ‘informs’ institutions

Contact: d.telintelo@ids.ac.uk

The use of technologies to achieve social audits at a large scale and using participatory methods
to maintain programs
Contact: hanias@aucegypt.edu

